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PREFACE

Perhaps
no area of Christian theology has received such intense and
fruitful work in the last century as our understanding of the Trinity. In this volume
theologians from the entire world seek to advance our understandings of God's
triune life, especially by engaging and extending the signal contributions of Jiirgen
Moltmann on the occasion of his eightieth birthday on April 8, 2006.
Jiirgen Moltmann has shaped the international theological conversation in the
twentieth century more than any other Protestant theologian since Karl Barth,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and Paul Tillich. In the last decades, the power and attraction
of his thought have been recognized throughout the world with more than two
hundred dissertations written on his theology and with eleven honorary doctorates
and countless other honors and prizes conferred upon him.
Moltmann's Theologyof Hope (1965, English translation 1967), now in its
fifteenth printing in 2005 in Germany, had an effect in the second half of the
twentieth century comparable to that of Karl Barth's commentary on Romans in
the first half: It was a passionate attempt at a new form of theological thought
that was received with both enthusiasm and controversy. Works of "political theology," a field that Moltmann developed with Johann Baptist Metz and others,
resulted and gave occasion for many-sided exchanges across the Iron Curtain.
Moltmann, at the time energized by left-Hegelian and neo-Marxist thought, was
criticized by Schwabian pietists as a theologian loyal to Moscow. Ironically, he
was even forbidden to speak in some Eastern Bloc countries. In retrospect it is
clear that this form of theology was an effective critique of orthodox Marxism and
contributed more to the fall of the Berlin Wall than to the polarizing warriors of
the Cold War.
The next significant theological impulse came from Moltmann's book The
CrucifiedGod (1973, English translation 1974), which-along with the Theologyof
Hope-influenced liberation theology in Latin America and elsewhere in multiple
ways. The reception of this book also required the author to confront and respond
to varying reactions. His attempts to promote a contextual theology of liberation
met with both friendly reception and unfriendly distancing on the part of other
theologians. Theology in critical engagement with contemporary trends was for
some not sufficiently theological, for others not sufficiently critical, and for yet
others not sufficiently timely.
Jiirgen Moltmann's theological passion and delight in discovery nonetheless were not dampened, even in the midst of controversy and opposition. His
next important achievement came in his trinitarian works, particularly his book
The Thnity and the Kingdom (1980, English translation 1981). Here Moltmann
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Preface
searched for new insights in the doctrine of God in an attempt to intensify dialogue
with Orthodox theologians, especially those in Greece and Romania.
The contributions in this volume are based on this last strand of his thought:
almost all the articles are devoted to trinitarian theology and the doctrine of God.
The volume is divided into four major parts. The first, "Trinity and Humanity,"
explores intersections between the triune life of God and some thought patterns
and practices of modernity. The second part, "Trinity and Religious Traditions,"
examines the bearing of the doctrine of the Trinity for some central ecclesial and
interreligious problems of today. The third part, "Trinity and God-Talk," contains
dogmatic reflections on the intradivine life and its bearing on the life of the world.
Finally, the last part, "Trinity and Historical Theology," is devoted to a critical
exploration of the resources offered by the Christian tradition for Trinitarian thinking today.
At the same time as this book is being published, a similar one is appearing in
Germany, published by Gi.itersloher Verlagshaus. The German volume, Der lebendige Gott als Ti·initdt,first offers contributions on the theme of "God's self-revelation and the doctrine of the Trinity" from the perspectives of classical dogmatics,
biblical theology, theological ethics, and comparative religions. The second section
offers contributions from systematic and biblical theology to the theme "the doctrine of the Trinity in Scripture, creeds, and doctrinal development." These articles
throw light on certain developments in the recent history of theology in exemplary
fashion. The third section examines the bases for and contemporary challenges of
the conversation between the church and Israel about the doctrine of God under
the title "Jewish theology and the Christian doctrine of the Trinity." The fourth
section considers the challenges for the "Trinity in ecumenical and interreligious
conversations," with particular emphasis on conversations with Orthodox theology and with Islam. The last section ("Trinity, ecclesiology, and spirituality")
contains contributions from systematic and practical theology on the subject of
worship and the communal spirit in postmodern societies and on the relevance of
the doctrine of the Trinity in the theology of baptism, spirituality, and preaching.
Further information appears on the final page of this volume.
We heartily thank Tobias Hanel and Wolfram Langpape on the German side.
Particular thanks goes to Heike Springhart for her intensive support during the preparation of the contributions for publication. On the American side, special thanks
goes to Rose-Anne Moore for preparation of the manuscripts for publication.
A good relationship with Gi.itersloher Verlagshaus and Fortress Press, especially
with Dietrich Steen and Michael West, has enabled not only pleasant cooperation
with the publishing houses, but also the aesthetic and thematic affinities between
both volumes of this Festschrift.For that we are also thankful.
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